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CATTANEO & CALVI

Cattaneo & Calvi is a moderne, dynamic and progressive company, specializing in the design
and manufacture of finned tube coils since 1930.
Competitive designs, with a strong amphasis on quality , are the mark of CATTANEO & CALVI
products widely recognized in the industry. The professionalism and expertise of its staff,
combined with the most up-to –date production machinery, have resulted in CATTANEO &
CALVI becoming a mayor O.E.M. supplier of finned tube coils.
Our costumers are a large number of prominent Air Conditioning and Refrigeration product
manufactures in Italy and in the World markets.
Contribute to solving the many problems that can arise in heat exchange technology.

Via Gran Sasso 4 - 20089 Valleambrosia di Rozzano (Milano) Italy
0039 -02- 8250427 - 57510791 fax 8257690
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FINNED TUBES

Manufactured by means of special air-compressed machines at electronically
controlled speed rotation and feed (fin spacing).
Helically wound fins, perfectly adhering to tube. That technique allows tube finning of
diameters from 6 mm to 76 mm
Fin height : from 9 to 35 mm.
Fin thickness : 0,3 to 1,00 mm
No binding limits to Finned Tubes tube thickness or used materials Wide heatexchange surface area :High heat exchange coefficient.
Some typical applications are : drying ovens, Hothouses, farms, heat regeneration,
condensers, coolers, heat dissipators, hear exchangers, others......
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AIR CONDITIONING
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COILS
COILS INSTALLATION AND HEADER POSITION

EQUAL CURRENT
When the inlet of the air and og the fluid are in
the same front.
Advise installation
Coil insn’t overwork
.

COUNTERCURRENT
Hot and overheated water working coils are
foreseen for countercurrent installation with
water inlet in the bottom and outlet in the
top (to avoid vapor-locks inside the tubes
and consequent irregular working of the
coil)

CROSS CURRENT
When the primary fluid is saturate vapor the
direction of the fluid is orthogonal at that of the
air. The coil isn’t overwork al the most but is very
efficient when the saturate vapor is condensing

For steam working coils we recommend the employment of steam traps and expansion bend (expansion
bends are absolutely necessary when coil collectors are rigidly secured in order to avoid thermal expansion
and contraction stress in consequence of considerable variations of temperature)
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DATA REQUIRED FOR CALCULATING HEAT-EXCHANGE COIL SIZE

Offer request accompanied by the following data will permit us to make precise coil size calculations and to
furnish an accurate offer in a short time.

1) Heating and cooling coils without dehumidification
a)for the air component ( at least theree of the following):
- V air flow in m3/hr.
- TS1 dry bulb temp.of inlet air, in ° C.
- TS2 dry bulb temp.of outlet air, in ° C.
- Q thermal capacity of the coils
b)for the water component ( at least two of the following):
- W air flow in m3/hr.
- t1 incoming temp., in ° C.
- t2 outgoing temp., in ° C.
c)for steam ( at least one):
- ts satured vapor temp. , in °C.
- Ps satured vapor pres., in bar

2) Condensation coils
Required data :
a)for the air component :
- V air flow in m3/hr.
- TS1 dry bulb temp.of inlet air, in ° C.
- Q thermal capacity of the coils
b)for the refrigerant :
- R type of refrigerant
- Tc condensation temp.of refrigerant,in °C.

2) Cooling coils with dehumidification
Required data
a)for the air component :
- V air flow in m3/hr.
- TS1 dry bulb temp.of inlet air, in ° C.
- UR1 relative humidity of inlet air ,in %
- TS2 dry bulb temp.of outlet air, in ° C.
- UR1 relative humidity of outlet air ,in %
b)for the refrigerated water ( at least two of the following):
- W air flow in m3/hr.
- te inlet temp., in ° C.
- tu outlet temp., in ° C.
c)for the refrigerant ( at least one):
- R type of refrigerant
- Tev evaporation temp. ,in °C.
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The following pages are called “of the operators”.
Use of them as a cards to write the data in your possession and sent them to us office by
mail or fax.
You will have a rapid answer and the possibilities of error will be reduced to the least
one.
 HOT /OVERHEATED AND OIL COILS

COILS WATER WORKING (WATER/AIR)

COILS OIL WORKING ( OIL/AIR)

-Power Kcal/h. ....................................
-Air flow mc/h..................................
-Inlet Air Temp. °C...................................
-Relative humidity of inlet air %.................
-Outlet air temp. °C................................
- Relative humidity of outlet air %..................
-Inlet water temp. °C............................
-Outlet water temp. °C..............................
-Dimension (see the draw)................................

- Power Kcal/h. ....................................
-Air flow mc/h..................................
-Inlet air temp °C.....................................
-Outlet air temp. °C...................................
-Inlet oil temp °C...................................
-Outlet oil temp °C....................................
-Type of oil.....................................
- Dimension (see the draw).............................
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The following pages are called “of the operators”.
Use of them as a cards to write the data in your possession and sent them to us office by
mail or fax.
You will have a rapid answer and the possibilities of error will be reduced to the least
one.

 STEAM COILS

COILS STEAM WORKING
- Power Kcal/h...........................................
- Air flow mc/h........................
- Inlet air temp. °C.........................
- Outlet air temp. °C..........................
- Steam pressure kg/cmq............................
- Dimension (see the draw)................................)
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The following pages are called “of the operators”.
Use of them as a cards to write the data in your possession and sent them to us office by
mail or fax.
You will have a rapid answer and the possibilities of error will be reduced to the least
one.

 CONDENSATION COILS

2) Condensation coils
Required data :
a)for the air component :
- V air flow in m3/hr.
- TS1 dry bulb temp.of inlet air, in ° C.
- Q Powerof the coils
b)for the refrigerant :
- R type of refrigerant
- Tc condensation temp.of refrigerant,in °C.
- Dimension (see the draw)................................)
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The following pages are called “of the operators”.
Use of them as a cards to write the data in your possession and sent them to us office by
mail or fax.
You will have a rapid answer and the possibilities of error will be reduced to the least
one.

 DIRECT EXPANSION COILS

 DIRECT EXPANSION COILS
- Power frig./h. ....................................
- Air flow mc/h..................................
-Inlet air temp °C...................................
- Relative humidity of inlet air %..................
-Outlet air temp. °C................................
-Relative humidity of outlet air %..................
-Refrigerant..................................
-Refrigerant evaporation temp…...°C……….
- Dimension (see the draw)................................)
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FINNED TUBE COIL

Finned tube coils can be built in various models for the most different requirements of
industrial plants. Realized by computerized plamnning for the best fitness to use at the
lowest price.
Made by quality-certified Fe and S/S tubes ,coiled fins with corrugated base for a perfect
adhesion. Construction standards as requires in compliance with UNI-ISPESL.
Hydrostatic test by compressed air and immersion into water tank.
Advantages : long life , stout type, extremely reliable.
Some typical applications: Drying and polymerization ovens, printing presses, heat
recovery plants, air textile plants, etc......
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FINNED COMPACT COIL

FINNED PACK
This consists of copper tubes and alluminium fins.
The fins are of the continuous type and have a collar of the desired height wich allows regular and
constant spacing between one fin and the next. The tubes are expanded mechanically so that there
is perfect contact with the fins allowing excellent heat transmission. In all coil shapes the fins have
a corrugated surface so that the fin itself is more rigid and creates turbolence in the air, wich
increases the heat exchange coefficient. This type of surface also prevents dust accumulating
inside the pack and allows any condensation to be removed.
SERVICE : our technical office is at disposal to assist the Costumers in designing and optimizing
the heat exchanger.
QUALITY ASSURANCE: The quality of a coil is assured by checking the various manufacting
stranges: propre expansion of tubes into fins in order to provide the best mechanical contact; final
pressure check with dry air at 30 bar being the coil submersed into a warm water; a dimensional
chek verifies the complete coil against the Customer’s specification.
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FINNED COMPACT COIL LAYOUTS 30 X 30
TUBE 5/8”

Built with copper or steel tube  5/8” mm.
Used when the temperature of the primary and secondary fluid are similar.
Preferable for the cooling and direct expansion

Se = external surface (m2. x m of finned tube)
Se/Sf = ratio of external to frontal surface per row
Pitch Fins mm.
Se
Se/Sf

2,1
2,5
0,68 0,58
22,79 19,30

3,2
0,47
15,80

3,6
0,42
14,03

4,2
0,37
12,30
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FINNED COMPACT COIL LAYOUTS 60 X 30
TUBO 5/8 “
Built with copper or steel tube  5/8” mm.
This type of layouts is the most used because to parity of performance is generally the most
economic.
Excellent for the heating.
Available also with holes for electrical resistances.

Se = external surface (m2. x m of finned tube)
Se/Sf = ratio of external to frontal surface per row

Pitch Fins mm.. 2,1
2,5
Se
1,53 1,29
Se/Sf
25,50 21,50

3,2
1,04
17,33

3,6
0,92
15,33

4,2
0,79
13,17

5
0,66
11,17

6.5
0,50
8,4
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FINNED COMPACT COIL LAYOUTS 25 X 21
TUBE 3/8”
With copper tubes  9,52 mm,in the stagged geometry 25*21 mm. With slightly corrugated fins,
suitable for equipements of large capacities.

Se = external surface (m2. x m of finned tube)
Se/Sf = ratio of external to frontal surface per row

Pitch Fins mm..
Se
Se/Sf

2,1
0,47
18,9

2,5
0,40
16,0

3,2
0,32
12,8

3,6
0,29
11,5

4,2
0,25
10,0

5
0,21
8,5

6.5
0,18
7,1
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UNIT HEATERS
The Unit Heaters are ideal for large, medium and small industrial, commercial and civic buildings.
To cooling or heating according to your requirements.
Featuring an accurate design, these appliances are built using high quality components that are
designed to last.
The main casing is manufactured from 4 angular diecast alluminium components and lateral
elements made of extruded, anodized aluminium in a silver colour.
The heat exchanger is manufactured from the highest quality steel or copper tube.
The fins are pressed from alluminium sheet and bonded onto the tubes facilitating the maximum
transfer contact available.
The motor is supplied as standard for a three phase 230/400V. 50 Hz available in accordance to
the size at 4,6,8 pole and at 4/8 ,4/6,6/8 two speed version.
All motors are with IP 55 protection.
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ELECTRICAL HEATER
Are used for air or gas no toxic heaters system.
We produce linear or bending”U” finned tubolare heaters.
That material has so much application because the installation is very easy.
The heathers are maked with following materials:
STAINLESS STEEL TUBES
STAINLESS STEEL FINS
Every resistence have nichel chrome wire centred in tube and embedded in refractory
material.(DINATERM1246 CS DINATERM2240).
The terminal of the heaters are threaded M6.

d = Exthernal diameter
st = tube thickness
h = fin height
Sn = fin thickness

p = fins step
pn = nude part
L = tube lenght
T = type of terminal

Maximun conditions of exercise
 tube

No ventilation

16
8

900
450

natural
convention
1100
600

forced circulation
1800/2000
1000
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DUCT ELECTRICAL HEATERS
Cattaneo & Calvi srl manufacture DUCT ELECTRICAL HEATERS for a high number of
applications to satisfying all exigencies of air and gas conditioning.
They are produced with three classes of protection.
Type
1 – Standard
2 – Watertight
3 – Anti deflagrate

Class
IP 45
IP50 – IP 67
IP68

They can work to alternative current or continuos, threephase or monophase.
They are already furnished connected for the tension.
Switch-board on request
It is our ambition to offer at the customer high quality heating solutions adapted for any kind of
electrical heating.
We appreciate that the customer give us information about his heat requirement so we can offer
an optimal solution.
Give us the data in your possession ;you will have a rapid answer !

If you know the power give us this data :
1) Power Kw
2) Voltage V
3) dimension of air passage
4) number of step
5) maximum dimension

If you don’t know the power give us this data :
1) air flow mc/h
2) inlet air temperature
3) outlet air temperature
4) number of step
5) maximum dimension
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ELECTRICAL HEATERS
WITH WATERTIGHT JUNCTION BOX
IP 55
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ELECTRICAL UNIT HEATERS
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DIFFERENT PROJECT
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AEROREFRIGERANTE A DUE MOTORI

AEROREFRIGERANTE A 8 MOTORI
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GRUPPO A RANGHI INTERCETTABILI

RISCALDATORI A VAPORE COMPLETI DI DESURRISCALDATORE
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RIFACIMENTO
FASCI TUBIERI

AEROVENTILANTI SPECIALI

AEROTERMO SU MISURA
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FROM PROJECT TO MANUFACTURE
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RISCALDATORI A VAPORE
COMPLETI DI DESURRISCALDATORE

Le informazioni contenute in questa pubblicazione vogliono offrire
esclusivamente una panoramica generale della nostra produzione.
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